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High Frequency Jet Noise Installation Effects for an Under
Wing Mounted Aircraft
P. Mc Laughlin ∗, R. H. Self †, C. J. Powles ‡, C. Wrighton§, P. J. R. Strange ¶, and A. D. Moore ‖
This paper presents a generic 3-dimensional ray-theory based model to predict installation effects on a
distributed jet source for aircraft with under-wing mounted engines. The model extends previous work by
improving the hot jet blockage model from a 2-dimensional empirical model to a fully 3-dimensional semi-
empirical model. This new model is based on static rig test experiments described in this paper. Further
improvements are made including variable directivity of the jet source (rather than an omni-directional as-
sumption) which is important in predicting the correct reflection strengths for sources downstream from the
nozzle. The directivity is determined both from analytic models and empirically using recently acquired data.
The completed enhanced model is then validated using data acquired from a comprehensive novel set of instal-
lation tests carried out at QinetiQ’s Noise Test Facility.
I. Introduction
The installation of an engine on an aircraft entails a substantial change to the far-field noise compared to that which
is measured on a static test bed or predicted by scaling from model data. This change arises for a number of reasons
such as reflection of sound energy from the airframe, hot jet blockage, screening by the airframe, and various surface
interaction effects. Collectively these effects are known as installation effects and their understanding and prediction
represent an important problem in aeroacoustics.
The total installed source can be defined as1
Total SPL = 10log
{
∑
i
100.1(SPLsource i+∆SPLsource i) +∑
j
100.1SPLnewinstalledsource j
}
(1)
where the ∆SPLsource i represents the change to source i due to installation effects. The second sum in equation
(1) represents new sources that arise when the aircraft is mounted that are not present on the isolated engine (such
as additional noise arising from jet-flap interaction). The approach exemplified by equation (1) has a number of
advantages and allows the installations problem to be simplified greatly by requiring only that those parts of the
airframe that have a significant effect on an individual source need be included in any calculation or experiment. It
also allows the most effective prediction method for any individual source to be adapted without the need to consider
other sources. It does, however, require that additional predictive tools be developed for the new installed sources.
It is the jet noise radiating close to the nozzle that suffers the most severe installation effects and this noise is of
relatively high frequency. Thus a ray based approach is a natural choice and is the method adopted here. While the
results presented are for jet sources the method is completely generic and easily adapted for other engine sources. The
model allows for an arbitrary geometry of aircraft and arbitrary positioning of the distributed jet source, thus it can be
used to predict the installation effects for aircraft with engines mounted under or above the wing. The major elements
of the aircraft geometry are represented by a prescribed number of panels that allow the structure to be as complex
as required. The model gives a prediction of the noise at any far field observer position and accounts for variations
in isolated jet noise arising from reflections and shielding by the wings and body of the aircraft, blockage of acoustic
rays by the hot jet, and modified spreading rates of acoustic intensity due to reflection from curved surfaces.
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